Dear friends,
In the spirit of Arik Einstein’s song, “ani ve-ata neshane et ha-olam” (i.e., you and I will change the world), I am forwarding to you the following message.
Tamir

Dear Madames, Sirs,

We strongly disapprove of the French Government’s decision to restart nuclear tests. We are gathering names of people who think that the French Government should stop nuclear tests. We will send the list to Mr. Chirac, the President of France and the French Government to tell them that there are many many people who think what France is doing is wrong.

If you agree with us and would join in our petition, please send mails to the following address:
keshi@icepp.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp

On the mail, please make it clear that you want to have your name on the list. Also please write your name in similar way as below:

SHIMIZU Seishi Physics, University of Tokyo, Japan
Yuichi Nishihara Kawasaki City, Japan

Please write the country or region where you live in, because the list will be classified according to it.

It will be a GREAT HELP if you can tell your friends about this activity and gather their names to make the list bigger.

For further informations please look at our WWW Homepage. The address is: http://www.icepp.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~keshi/

You can easily add your name to the list through WWW also.

Thank you very much for participating. Let’s REALLY make the French Government stop nuclear tests!

Sincerely,

Shimizu Seishi
Yuichi Nishihara

--
We belong to Physics Department, School of Science, University of Tokyo

From: "Ron Vinocourt" <ron@math.tau.ac.il>
Date: Thu, 10 Aug 1995 12:23:54 +0000
In-Reply-To: Tamir Zeev Tassa <tassa@math.ucla.edu>
   "Nuclear tests" (Aug  9, 11:38am)
References: <9508091838.AA14390@joshua.math.ucla.edu>
On Aug 9, 11:38am, Tamir Zeev Tassa wrote:

> Subject: Nuclear tests

> Dear friends,
> In the spirit of Arik Einstein's song, "ani ve-ata neshane et ha-olam"
> (i.e.,
> you and I will change the world), I am forwarding to you the following message.

Dear friends (95% of whom I don't know, but if you're on Tamir's list you're probably OK),

Following up on this petition, you might be interested to read this:

From: pedregal@eon.cs.umass.edu (Cris Pedregal Martin)
Reply-To: pedregal@cs.umass.edu
Subject: Open Letter to French Prime Minister
Date: Sat, 5 Aug 95 12:20:01 EDT
Organization: Computer Science Department, UMass
Message-ID: <S883.5454@clarinet.com>
Here’s the open letter published in an Australian newspaper:

An open letter to M. Jacques Chirac:

Mon cher Jack

Je suis a bit fromaged off avec votre decision to blow up La Pacifique avec le Frog bombes nuclears. Je reckon vous must have un spot in La Belle France itself pour les explosions. Le Massive Central? Le Quay d’Orsay? Le Champs Elysee? Votre own back yard, peut etre?

Frappez le crows avec stones, Sport! La guerre cold est fini! Votres forces militaire need la bombe atomique about as beacoup as poisson need les bicyclettes.

Un autre point, cobber. Votre histoire militaire isn’t tres flash, consisting, n’est-ce pas, of batailles the likes of Crecy, Agincourt, Poitiers, Trafalgar, Borodino, Waterloo, Sedan, et Dien Bien Phu. Un bombe won’t change le tradition. Je/mon pere/ mon grand pere/le causing third avec ma grandmere/la plume de ma tante fought avec votre soldats against Le Boche in WWI (le Big One). Have vous forgotten?

Reconsider, mon ami, otherwise in le hotels et estaminets de l’Australie le curse anciens d’Angleterre - "Damnation to the French" - will be heard un autre temps.

Votre chums don’t want that.

Millo.
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